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THE INFANT & SCOTTISH PHILOSOPHY	


In the 18th Century, Francis Hutcheson, 
Professor of Moral Philosophy at Glasgow 
University, scandalised many in the church 
with the assertion that morality should be 
judged by the feelings of happiness it 
engenders in others. He held that sympathy 
and morality were innate principles in 
humankind, not dependent upon reason.  	


"As a disposition to imitate is natural to mankind 
from their infancy, so they universally receive 
pleasure from imitation."  	

"Another important determination or sense of the 
soul we may call the sympathetic, different from 
all the external senses; by which, when we 
apprehend the state of others, our hearts naturally 
have a fellow-feeling with them."  	

"This sympathy seems to extend to all our 
affections and passions.  They all seem naturally 
contagious."  	

(Francis Hutcheson, 1755,  A System of Moral 
Philosophy )	


Hutcheson's pupils Smith and Hume were 
influenced by this teaching and elaborated it, 
though in different ways.  ���
In "The Theory of Moral Sentiments" (1759) 
Adam Smith expressed his thesis as follows:���

"How selfish soever man may be supposed, there 
are evidently some principles in his nature, 
which interest him in the fortune of others, and 
render their happiness necessary to him, though 
he derives nothing from it except the pleasure of 
seeing it.” ���

"A smiling face 
is, to everybody 
that sees it, a 
cheerful object; 	


as a sorrowful 
countenance, ���
on the other hand, 
is a melancholy 
one." ���

The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759) by Adam Smith	

(who was much more than an economist).	


Sympathy, from Greek sympatheia, means 
‘moving and feeling with’.  It is not just 
sensitivity and kindness.  	


It is not what the Greeks named empatheia, which 
is one-sided, ‘aesthetic’ contemplation of an object 
that inspires emotion. In modern Greek it is the 
projection onto another of malicious feelings of 
envy or hate --  the ‘evil eye’..  	


It is unfortunate, I believe, that ‘empathy’ has 
become the preferred word in English, in 
psychology, and in psychotherapy.!
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Smith further described his consciousness as 
inhabited by imaginary other lives in addition to 
his own central self.  Imagined others can take a 
view of us, of our purposes and experience, that 
is different from what we think we do and know 
-- they can enter in dialogue with what we take 
to be our own ideas, inside our thoughts.  ���

Thus, in a famous passage, he portrayed the 
conscience as a spectator mind separate from the 
mind of the self being observed 	


"When I endeavour to examine my own 
conduct, I divide myself, as it were, into 
two persons.  The first is the spectator ..  
the second is the agent, the person 
whom I properly call myself, and of 
whose conduct, under the character of 
the spectator, I was endeavouring to 
form an opinion." 	


With these psychological abilities, attributed even 
to the unreasoning infant, one human being can 
sense the movements of another, as if he or she 
were their own person.  One can pick up 
immediately, without thinking or learning how, the 
other's impulses of intention, the direction of their 
interests in experience, and their emotional feelings.���

Bråten, S. (2009). The Intersubjective Mirror in 
Infant Learning and Evolution of Speech. 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins.���
Reddy, V. (2008). How Infants Know Minds. 
Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press.  	
 Professor Reddy’s new book, on ‘second person psychology’	  	  

There are 
precious ideas 
here, well worth 
sharing with 
behavioral 
science, 
philosophy, 
anthropology 
and related 
disciplines -- 
Jerome Bruner	


Harvard University Press 
2008	


Smith described morality as the principle by 
which relations are given emotional value in 
terms of positive or negative sympathy.  ���
This is a different view from the belief that moral 
understanding can only come as a slow 
acquisition in the child of self-awareness, of that 
rational mastery of social rules, permissions and 
prohibitions that Freud called a super-ego, 
which is gained by processes such as 
identification and social learning, the crude 
innate impulses being coerced by training in how 
one should behave, and by modelling of the 
actions and beliefs of exemplary individuals. 	


A Theory of Cultural Learning	

HOW THE COMMUNITY OF 

KNOWLEDGE GROWS	

A baby has self-other conscious emotions, of 
relating to other persons. The most powerful 
are pride in knowing and doing 'cleverly', and 
shame at not being appreciated. 	

This ‘self-other awareness’ IS human 
sociability of intelligence. It leads to 
companionship in cultural skills, and 
language, which is not just a cognitive skill.	
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SHARED KNOWING ���
MAKES PRIDE	

Emma, 6  months,	

on father’s knee.	


Her mother says,	

“Clap handies!”	


Emma ‘shows’ or	

‘performs’ to the 	

photographer, 	

with intent look 	

and a proud grin.	

(Father is proud too)	


Even infants sense strangers sometimes do not 
share their understanding, and this worries them. 
Its not fear - they have anxiety of meaninglessness. 	

Such feelings make teaching of ideas and practices 
a moral task. Shame and anxiety stop learning.	  

FAILED SHARING 
MAKES SHAME���
Emma at 6 Months 

Escaping	

Mis-understanding	


With a Stranger,	

Hiding Confusion	


"Culture is activity of thought, and  
receptiveness to beauty (aesthetics) 
and humane feeling (morality).  
Scraps of information have nothing to 
do with it." 

Whitehead, A. N. (1929).   
The Aims of Education & Other Essays,  
(New York: Macmillan). 

In the case John Macmurray made against 
individualism in the Gifford Lectures, he was 
not as sure as Smith of innate human powers.  
Nevertheless, he did argue, much against the 
prevailing view of his fellow philosophers, that 
a human being is not merely an intentional 
agent who generates and chooses experience 
by acting, but a person who lives, from birth, 
in relation to other persons. 	  

We expect to be able to communicate the 
actions, sensations and emotions of our lives, 
and to organise these lives in communities. 
Elaborate cooperation of various sorts, for 
various purposes, is taken for granted.  	


Macmurray saw this cooperation as 
germinating in the intimate care with which 
a mother responds to her infant's 
helplessness and need for love.  In this way 
he opened his Christian perspective in moral 
philosophy.  	


With luck an infant becomes a member 
of a family, responding to attentive care, 
learning games. 	


Toddlers seek friendships with people of 
all ages. They want to share the fun of 
what they do and know. 	


They play with imaginative ‘unreality’ 
that others believe, and show, has 
importance. 	
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A proud, healthy family in a remote forest in Canada in the 19th Century	  

Children gain 
knowledge in different 
social worlds, by 
‘collaborative learning’, 
helping to make 
imaginary and 
meaningful things in 
companionship with 
good teachers, those 
who share intentions 
and ideas generously. 	


Barbara Rogoff is Prof. of Child 
Development, at UC Santa Cruz 
in California.	


Téa 4 and Arora 1 share a book	

A new, positive, psychology of infancy accepts that our 
minds are born for sharing interests, intentions and 
feelings, by moving in sympathy -- in brain time. 

Human brains are motivated to express mind states as body 
movements, and to communicate in the rhythm of common 
sense, called intersubjectivity by psychologists.  

We communicate motives and sympathetic feelings from 
the beginning of life, making sense of mutual experience, 
with the affectionate attention of favourite companions. 

This sharing is the foundation of mental health, 
therapy and all learning and education, from birth. 
We must understand it better, and respect it. 

William Blake “Teach these souls to fly”	  

Connected, but not happy. “What are you thinking?”	


Giotto, 14th Century, Scrovegni Chapel, Padua	


INTERSUBJECTIVITY	
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Angel and Christ child from 	

“The Virgin of the Rocks” by Leonardo	  	  

           The Benois Madonna        	  	  

It has been assumed, and argued by both the 
rational philosophies and the dominant empiricist 
and individualist psychology of the past 3 
centuries that we can only be understood 
realistically as essentially separate embodied 
selves -- as rational individuals. ���
We are born not only without intentions, but 
unable to influence the cognitions and intentions 
of others except by blind physical impingement on 
their sensations, or by instinctively or cunningly 
coercing them to act differently by subverting 
their motives of self-interest.  	


Language is a learned code that gives us the only 
reliable bridge to the minds of others, and the only 
way to analyse our own thoughts. We have our 
emotions, and indeed instinctive affections, but 
what others feel has to be learned by comparing 
how they behave and speak with how we feel, 
behave and speak in situations we share with them.  
We have, indeed, to learn the proper interpretation 
of our own passions and aversions in terms of 
arbitrary categories of emotion to which language 
gives names.   This is the central conception of the 
scientific psychology now known as cognitive 
psychology.	  

Macmurray's Gifford lectures were influenced by the 
new understanding of human relations, and the 
sources of consciousness of these relations, of the 
'Object Relations' school of psychoanalysts.  	

In the preceding two decades, Klein and Fairbairn 
had broken away from Freud's conception of the 
original state of the mind in infancy. The knowing 
infant subject was seen by the Objects Relations 
Theory as a more motivated being with greater 
internal complexity of feelings and images.	


Fairbairn claimed that the baby had a separate ego 
from birth, ready to engage with an external 'reality'. 	


Guntrip and Winnicott were developing this 
new concept of personal relations, the latter 
greatly enriching the idea of what a child 
creatively contributes to attainment of a place in 
the human world and a grasp of its meaning.  
Bowlby transformed Object Relations Theory 
with his observations on the emotional effects of 
separation and loss of maternal care, and his 
Darwinian theory of the infant's innate drive for 
proximity and emotional attachment to a devoted 
and dependable maternal figure has led to an 
approach that still guides research in emotional 
development, and the human resources it needs.  	


Prof. Colwyn Trevarthen, 	

Department of Psychology, University of Edinburgh, Scotland	
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In London, Bowlby's followers at the Tavistock, 
including Alvarez and Hobson, have brought 
greater human sympathy to work with children 
distressed by experiences of broken or disordered 
attachments, or by congenital disorders of 
psychological development, such as autism.	


In the US Mahler, responding to difficulties in 
treating childhood emotional disorders, had turned 
to the study of normal infant development.   Her 
work was later to inspire a radical reappraisal of 
infant feelings and selfhood by Daniel Stern. 	


A BABY IS BORN WITH BODY AND BRAIN READY 
TO MOVE IN COMPANY 

Infants are much cleverer than we had thought 
at discriminating musical rhythms and tones 
of human sounds.  	

They hear and learn musicality of mother's 
talk and simple tunes before birth. 	

A two-month-old can be a skilled performer in 
an improvised vocal duet or 
protoconversation, a shared story over tens of 
seconds.	


Japanese Boy, On His First Birthday, ���
With His Mother	


He watches her rhythmic hand play to accompany a 
nursery song, and bows politely to her at the end.	  

Grisela and Christina Dancing in the Shetlands 	

to Annie Lennox Singing “Thorn In My Side”	


Music Moves 
Us, Together, 
from Birth.  

This Is a 
Challenge for 
Psychology 

& for 
Neuroscience 

THE MELODIES OF ACTION FEEL GOOD 
AND ARE SOCIABLE, SHARING JOY	
 THE HIDDEN REALM OF 	


‘’VITALITY DYNAMICS’’:	

Exploring Dynamic Experience and Vitality in	


 Psychology, Neuroscience, Development, and Art	

Daniel N. Stern M. D.	


Oxford University Press, 2010	


Vitality dynamics are psychological, subjective 
phenomena. They concern temporally contoured 
movements that are initiated by invisible felt forces 
… felt as aliveness. Vitality dynamics are …  
designed to fit the workings of the human world	
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Consider the following list of words.	

exploding	
 	
 surging	
 	
   	
 accelerating	

swelling	
 	
 bursting 	
 	
 fading 	

drawn out 	
	
 disappearing 	
fleeting 	

forceful 	
 	
 powerful	
 	
 weak	

cresting 	
 	
 pulsing	
 	
 	
 tentative	

rushing 	
	
 	
 pulling	
 	
 	
 pushing	

relaxing	
 	
 languorous	
 floating 	

fluttering 	
 	
 effortful	
 	
 easy	

tense	
 	
 	
 	
 gentle	
 	
 	
 halting 	

gliding	
 	
 	
 swinging 	
 	
 tightly 	

holding still 	
 loosely	
 	
 	
 bounding	

	
 	
 	
    	
    and many more.	  

These words are common, but the list is curious. 
Most of the words are adverbs or adjectives. 
They are not emotions or motivational states … 
pure perceptions … sensations --  they have no 
modality. They are not cognitions or acts, as 
they have no goal state and no specific means. 
They fall in between all the cracks.	

They are the felt experience of force – in 
movement – with a temporal contour - and a 
sense of aliveness. … shapes of expressive 
movement. They concern the How, the manner, 
the style, not the What nor the Why.	  

Vitality dynamics are the child 
of movement. 	


Movement is our primary 
experience and vitality dynamic 
experience is the most primitive 
and fundamental of all felt 
experience. 	


Thus baby action songs and nursery rhymes 
begin, in every society. 	

The baby soon learns the rules of play, 
joining a poetic culture that becomes more 
and more practical. 	

The rhythms and melodies of its actions ���
and tones will help hearing what sounds of 
speech mean while making sense of others’ 
gestures and actions, feeling the movements 
of meaning in all their forms.	


Mors lilla Olle	


Mother’s little Olle meets ���
a bear and feeds him 
blueberries	


A WONDERFUL EXAMPLE OF TRANSMODAL MEANING	
 A Swedish Mother Sings “Mors lilla Olle” to 
Her Blind 5-Month-Old Daughter	
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The baby’s finger, dancing to the music, sometimes moves about 0.3 seconds 
before the mother’s voice.  At other times she synchronizes.  She knows the 
‘performance’.	


The Rhythms and Tones of the Story	

Lead to Speech	  

“Swedish has 9 vowels that make up 17 phonemes”	  Wikipedia	  

SYNRHYTHMIC REGULATION: Mother and infant communicate 
psychologically, regulating sympathy by expressions of emotion. 

Passing expressions ���
of face, voice and hands ���
back and forth, rhythmically, imagining each other, participating in feelings 

Baby	


Mother	


Telling and acting out stories with emotion, listening 
to thoughts and imitating actions is how humans learn.	


PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCHRONICITY	

Sharing dreams of breathing and heartbeat.	


Téa is 1 year old	

and sleeping with 	

her Mother.	
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Téa at 7 weeks. 	

Very Interested in	

Communicating.	


IN EARLY WEEKS A BABY SEEKS INTIMATE CHATS	
 INFANTS SEEK HUMAN COMPANY FROM BIRTH ���
AND THEY GROW IN POWERS OF ACTING AND 

COMMUNICATING. 	

Step by step they find ways to make memories that can be 
shared in musical ‘proto-conversations’. After a few 
months they help imagination grow by sharing rituals of 
play in games. 	


Before they can talk they try to follow meanings with 
moral emotions -- feeling pride in shared meaning, and 
shame if others do not understand what their stories and 
excitements mean.	


One-year-olds eagerly cooperate in tasks, with common 
sense, using tools -- cups, books, ‘phones and more -- 
accepting dolls as persons, and making fun with peers.	  

THE RHYTHMS OF SPEECH ARE INNATE !
Even a premature infant can share a conversation. !
A video of Naseera, who was born 3 months premature, 
was made by Saskia van Rees in an ICU in Amsterdam.	

She makes videos of birth, neonatal care, communication 
with infants and children with special needs.  	

See her website: Saskia van Rees 	

Stichtinglichaamstaal (Body Language Foundation)	

Secretariat: Scheyvenhofweg 12, 6093 PR Heythuysen, ���
The Netherlands.	

Internet: http://www.stichtinglichaamstaal.nl/ 	

Email: info@stichtinglichaamstaal.nl/!

Naseera, born 3 months early, kangarooing with 
father	


Young infants are visibly active mentally -- 
thinking and ‘talking’ with ‘mimesis’. 	


They show gestures of the hands relating to 
feelings  in their bodies, to orientation of their 
interest to events in the world, and to the 
sympathy they have for of other persons who 
may respond to their signs, thinking with them. 	


Infant hand gestures are part of a rich display of 
expressions by posture and attitude of the head 
and eyes, and intricate movements of the face.	


A newborn in Hyderabad, 1/2 hour old,	

is coordinated, alert and aware	
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20 minutes old, and eagerly tracking a lively ball 
that someone is moving in a ‘game’.	


THE BABY LEADS THE DANCE OF INTERSUBJECTIVITY	

Jody, 9 weeks old, and his mother at the ���

Center for Cognitive Studies, Harvard University, 1969	  

Research Project on Infant Communication with Prof. Jerome Bruner, Dr. T. Berry 
Brazelton and Dr. Martin Richards	


We tell one another our intentions, interests and 
feelings from birth, by moving in sympathy -- 

creating stories of life with people we love.	


Kay	  

Louise	  

Laura	  

Ben	  

The Prosser Family in Edinburgh, 1979	  

Laura, at 6 weeks, starts to chat with her Mother,	

Kay, at Edinburgh University.  She pays attention.	


She smiles as her mother speaks	
 And she coos, her lips like a trumpet.	
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She waives her right hand, following her 
mother’s talk, taking her turn.	


THE BODY SHOWS INTIMATE INTENTIONS	

Laura, 6 weeks old, and her mother, Edinburgh University, 1979	


INTERSUBJECTIVE 
CHRONOBIOLOGY 	


The rhythms, expressive qualities and narrative 
making in movements of dialogues or 

'protoconversations' with 2-month-old Laura in 
Edinburgh led to Dr. Stephen Malloch, a violinist and 

music acoustics expert, to a theory of 
Communicative Musicality	


This explains how time and energy in moving communicates 
by sensing messages in the expressive vitality, or 'flow' of 
energy, in human movements.	


The theory is explored in a book published this year	
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Music communicates because it engages !
an Intrinsic Motive Pulse (IMP) in the brain.  !

The sense of 'musicality' comprises: !
(1)!PULSE: A rhythmic time sense (syllables, the beat, 
phrases and longer elements); !
(2)!QUALITY: Sensitivity for the temporal variation 
in intensity, pitch and timbre of voices and of 
instruments that mimic the human voice;!
(3)!NARRATIVE:  Perception of the emotional 
development of the melodic line, which supports 
anticipation of repeating harmonies, phrases and 
emotional forms in a vocal or musical performance.  !

COMMUNICATIVE MUSICALITY!
 (Malloch, 1999)!

Narrative!

•  Pulse and Quality are combined in the forms of 
emotional narrative, which allow two persons 
to share a sense of purpose in passing time.  !

•  We examine the musical companionship that is 
created with her baby as a mother shares a 
protoconversation or chants a nursery rhyme.  !

•  We conclude that Communicative Musicality is 
vital for companionable communication 
between mother and infant.!

•  Stephen Malloch (1999)!

Communicative 
Musicality:	


Exploring the Basis 
of Human 

Companionship	


Stephen Malloch	

and 	


Colwyn Trevarthen	


Oxford University 
Press 2009	


Kay	


Louise	


Laura	
Audrey	

2 Years	  

Thirty Years Later in Vancouver	  

DEPRESSED MOTHERS ���
LOSE MUSICALITY -- THEY CANNOT 

SHARE MOTIVES AND FEELINGS ���

When they talk with their infants, taking 
part in adventures of action and of thought 

is more difficult for both. ���

The baby may become depressed, too.	  
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Lynne Murray’s Double Television ���
Replay Test	


Baby Shona, 8 Weeks, in one Room, ���
Her Mother in Another.	


They See, and Hear, Each Other on Television	


Shona cannot find her mother’s face	


She gets a fright when the microphones squeal���
What’s that noise?               Oh! That’s horrible!	


Shona’s mother is immediately ‘sympathetic’ ���
Oh dear, I don’t want to see a pouty face!	


The noise is corrected and she sees her mother���
There you are!	


“That’s better!”	
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What a funny mother!	
 What’s going on in your head?	


What I have to say.	
 Silly, billy girl!	


You make me laugh!	
 A happy baby in contact after one minute of play���
(No comment)	
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The happy minute of Shona’s mother is replayed. ���
She is out of touch, withdrawn, sad 	


when mother is just a recording	


The same moment in the mother’s TV behaviour ���
   Live, in communication.     Replay.  Avoidant.	


GAMES & RITUALS, ���
WITH PEOPLE ���

AND WITH THINGS ���

Person-Person, ���
with a performer’s pretence ���

then���
Person-Person-Object with ‘toys’.	  

After 3 months, a baby quickly becomes 
stronger, more curious, eager to look at 
surroundings, and to grasp and manipulate 
things. 	


There is a growing tension between doing 
something for oneself, or with others -- and this 
makes for self-consciousness, teasing and fun, 
and invention of games. (This is why the infant 
begins to find mirrors interesting -- they tease 
expectations of communication) 	


GAMES & RITUALS DEVELOP, WITH 
PEOPLE & WITH THINGS	


Infants first become attracted to Person-Person 
games, and show a performer’s pretence.	


 Then they are attracted to Person-Person-Object 
games with ‘toys’ that tempt their imagination and 
skill, inspiring companions to tease.	


And babies become increasingly ‘self-conscious’.	
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Vasudevi 
Reddy’s 
study of 
babies’ 
‘coyness’ in 
front of the 
mirror 
began her 
interest in 
‘other 
awareness’.	


‘SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS’ AT 3 MONTHS	


Professor Reddy’s new book, on ‘second person psychology’	  	  

There are precious 
ideas here, well worth 
sharing with behavioral 
science, philosophy, 
anthropology and 
related disciplines -- 
Jerome Bruner	


Harvard University Press 
2008	


Rhythmic body games, music, songs and 
dancing become part of the fun of the life of 
the family .���
They are sharing their special rituals and 
dramas with babies, feeling them intimately in 
their bodies and minds, and remembering 
them in a ‘proto-culture’ or ‘proto-habitus’.���

They negotiate the invented life of meaning 
in play.	


Leanne, 4 months:    Enjoying a song.             Reaching for a ball.	


    Looking about.                            Ignoring mother���
                                         “If it’s your foot you want, here!” 	


Thus baby action songs and nursery rhymes 
begin, in every society. 	

The baby soon learns the rules of play, 
joining a poetic culture that becomes more 
and more practical. 	

The rhythms and melodies of its actions ���
and tones will help hearing what sounds of 
speech mean while making sense of others’ 
gestures and actions, feeling the movements 
of meaning in all their forms.	


Jack, 4 Months, learns to say, “AAH   
BOO”, and when he does it, his 
mother says, “You get a kiss for that”, 
and she kisses him on the forehead.	
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Round and round the gar-den,	

•          ‘      •         ‘    •     •	

Ran a ted-dy bear,	

•       ‘  •     ‘   •          -	

One step, two step,	

•      •       •      •	

Tic-kl-y un-der there.	

•      ‘  ‘  •    ‘   •    -	


A FAVOURITE ACTION SONG	
 Leanne, 5 months. “Round and round the garden”, 
with Interest and Pleasure.	


Megan, “Round and round the garden”	
 “-- and a tickly under there!”	


Clappa, clappa handies,	

•        ‘  •        ‘ •     •	

Mommy’s at the well,	

•           ‘    •   ‘      •      -	

Daddy’s away to Hamilton,	

•             ‘ •      ‘   •     ‘  • 	

To buy wee Megan a bell.	

 ‘    •     ‘      •           ‘  •	


A POPULAR SCOTTISH CLAPPING STORY	

Megan, 5 months, “Clappa-clappa-handies”	
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Emma, 6 months: Looking at self, touching Mother’s tongue	

Her pride is marked by the circle	


Clapping hands with shared joy; imitating, watching own tongue	


Emma, 6 months:  “Clap Handies!” (She is left-handed).	


Emma, 6  months,	

On father’s knee.	


Her mother says,	

“Clap handies!”	


Emma ‘shows’ or	

‘performs’ 	

to the camera, 	

with intent look 	

and a proud grin.	


(Photo © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	


That’s pride!	


But, With a Stranger she is worried and ‘Ashamed’ 	

-- He does not ‘get it’.	
 Even a nice stranger is hard for a 10-month-old to bear.	  
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And Mother gets told off!	


DEVELOPMENT OF 
COOPERATING IN TASKS ���

Beginning to share the endless game of 
cultural meanings ���

“Master Baby” by Sir William Orchardson, Scottish National Gallery.  	

A one-year-old with her mother.  Person-Person-Object Game.	


 Secondary Intersubjectivity & Sharing Tasks	

= ‘Cultural Learning’	


At about 9 months a change in the infant’s motives 
and interests begins cooperative practical learning. 	


The baby’s curiosity about what other people are 
doing, and the things they use, leads to following 
directives, trying to make conventional messages 
and trying to use objects properly -- as tools. 	


This is vital preparation for learning language to 
name meanings. Language is built in shared action.	


      32 weeks, Mother watches     	

Tracy play with objects 	  

32 weeks, Tracy shakes rattle, 	

watching Mother	  

Leonardo	

The Benois 
Madonna	


Jesus is intent 
upon the 
flower, and 
Mary has an 
affectionate 
smile	
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TWO ATTENTIONS	

“Put the man in ���
the truck!”	

Either the Object	

Or the Person?	

Emma, 7 months	

Is bright, but she	

doesn’t get her 	

mother’s message.	

She is too young to 	

share the purpose ���
of a task.	


“Don’t chew it.	

  Put it in there!”	


 Secondary Intersubjectivity & Sharing Tasks	


At about 9 months important advances occur in 
sharing experience. 	

The baby’s increased interest in what other 
people are doing and the things they use leads to 
following directive messages, trying to make 
conventional messages or to use objects 
‘properly’ -- in the approved way. 	

This is vital preparation for learning language to 
name meanings or conventions of ‘human sense’.	


For Basilie, 12 months, it is easy and amusing.	

            “OK, If that’s what you want me to do.”	  

“Here, put this one in the truck!”	


No problem!	


“Oh, what a clever girl!” 	

                          (Yes I am good, aren’t I)	


Happy?.	   Basilie pointed and 	

vocalised a 	

‘protolanguage’	

request for the 	

magazine.	

Her mother said,	

“Oh, she recognizes 
the National 
Geographic by 	

its yellow cover, and 	

likes to look at the 	

pictures.”	


Sharing meaningful things	  
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Children Are Story Sharing Creatures, From Birth	

That is why a book and a telephone bill 	

are very interesting for a one-year-old	  

Adegbenro, Lagos, like to play his piano with his mother.	


(Photo © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	


(Photo © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	


But Adegbenro is a capable and proud performer on his own.	


Adegbenro, Lagos, like to play his piano with his mother.	


(Photo © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	
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(Photos © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	


Mother and uncle in Adegbenro’s Zone of Proximal Development.	


(Photo © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	


But Adegbenro is a capable and proud performer on his own.	


Adegbenro asks for 	

his favourite rattle.	


(Photos © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	


His mother gives it to him.	


(Photo © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)	


“Look what 
I’ve got!”	

Mother 
smiles.	


THE PRESCHOOL WORLD IS ONE 
OF THE RICHEST TIMES OF 

LEARNING	


Toddlers seek friendships with parents, 
peers -- people of all ages -- and want to 
show the serious fun of what 
companions know and understand. 	
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How little girls in Mexico learn to weave. (They call school ‘paper learning’)	
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